SKIP GARDEN HAS BEEN REVEALED IN KING’S CROSS, LONDON

An urban garden and community space known as Skip Garden has been opened in King’s Cross in collaboration with The Bartlett School of Architecture.

The space, which is on a disused demolition site, serves as a new structure in the heart of the King’s Cross redevelopment. Composed to be movable during the years of development in the area, the garden is now open to the public with the new buildings acting as event spaces for learning and enjoyment.

The collaboration exposed architecture students to experience project management and design. It also allowed exposure to a real client and a real client brief. By sourcing sustainable construction techniques, the students have incorporated elements such as reclaimed materials to help with energy efficiency. Skip Garden includes a rooftop kitchen for public use, such as a kitchen and dining area and growing space that includes London’s first large-scale fruit and vegetable garden.